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(Re eived July 10, 2002)
An asymmetri shift in the position of the magneti Bragg peak with respe t to the du ial latti e has been observed by resonant X-ray s attering
in a diverse series of antiferromagneti ompounds. This apparent violation of Bragg's law is interpreted in terms of a dynami ally phased order
parameter. We demonstrate the use of this ee t as a novel probe of fragile
or dynami thermodynami order in strongly orrelated ele troni systems.
In parti ular, fresh light is shed on the paradoxi al situation en ountered
in URu2 Si2 where the measured entropy gain on passing through TNeel is
in ompatible with the ground state moment estimated by neutron dira tion. The intrinsi spa e-time averaging of the probe used to hara terise
the thermodynami ma ros opi state may play a ru ial and previously
negle ted role. In turn, this suggests the further use of resonant X-ray
s attering in investigations of systems dominated by quantum u tuations.
PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 78.70.Ck
1. Introdu tion and summary

The underlying omplexities of ma ros opi states may be subsumed by
onstru tion of phenomenologies based on onserved, or thermodynami ,
variables. A primary on ept has been the introdu tion of an order parameter (OP) to des ribe the hanges in ma ros opi state, indu ed by variation of thermodynami or me hani al onstraints, at a phase transition.
A lassi example is the attribution of a spontaneous magnetisation
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(ma ros opi moment density) to the ferromagneti state. As an inferential
tool, bridging our thinking between ma ro- and mi ros opi states (hereafter
written as ma rostate and mi rostate respe tively), the OP has proven of
immense value even if an a priori rigorous denition in terms of underlying
mi ros opi theory is di ult. Symmetry arguments, in ombination with
sophisti ated mean eld models have lead to powerful free energy density
fun tionals based on the OP, whi h, onstrued as the summation
over inR 3
dependent mesos opi volumes may be written:
d
( ) where
( ) is the thermodynami time expe tation of the magnetisation. With
the advent of neutron s attering te hniques not only has it proven possible to measure the distribution ( ) ompatible with ferromagneti long
range order (LRO) but new, os illatory, antiferromagneti densities have
been dis overed [1℄. Su h ma rostates are assigned a new phase variable,
 i 0  , thereby extending the notion of an OP to spatially modulated
iQ0 r ; a development whi h has be ome the integral bastates,
( )
sis for des ribing the
state of stati LRO [2℄. The generalised OP now
arries a (ve torial) magnitude together with an ordering wave ve tor, 0 ,
onstru ted to give the relative phase a umulated between two points of
separation . The question we address is whether, on departure from LRO,
su h a stati phase variable is su ient to apture the dominant phase orrelations of the ma rostate. And, if not, how an the additional (dynami )
phase orrelations be a ounted for, and what inferen es may be drawn for
the orresponding thermodynami states?
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As noted below, the observed shift of the phasing variable  from its
thermodynami value, 
i 0  , may provide a sensitive probe of the
departure from LRO and the build up of a dynami ally ordered state. From
this perspe tive re ent, high resolution, resonant X-ray dira tion experiments (by us and others) in a diverse series of ompounds with antiferromagneti ground states whi h have revealed an anomalous, asymmetri , displa ement of the magneti ordering wave ve tor with respe t to the du ial
latti e suggest that essential details of the phase orrelations in su h dynami
ma rostates may lie outside the urrent framework. To date this apparent
violation of Bragg's law has remained unexplained [3,4℄. We propose that
su h ee ts may be aptured most simply by extension of the OP to in orporate a dynami phase, d , giving the total phase as, 
i 0
d )
where d , on leaving the thermodynami LRO state realised at d
, (re)installs the missing phase a umulated in the 2-site de orrelation fun tion.
For a given dira tion peak this leads to an asymmetri displa ement, Dq ,
to smaller wave ve tors proportional to the inverse spatial orrelation length
of the dira ting volume, i.e. the q -width, q . This monotoni shift and the
approximate linear relationship, Dq  q , has been found for all systems
studied so far.
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In the following we dis uss rst, the displa ement, Dq , its observation using resonant X-ray s attering (RXS) te hniques and rationalisation in terms
of a dynami al phase. Then, as a dire t appli ation of this idea, we use it to
examine a ontroversial aspe t of the physi s of strongly orrelated ele tron
systems. Namely to understand, in general terms, how ertain materials
form an antiferromagneti state with a very small polarisation (moment
 : B) having, at the same time, an entropy hange at the phase transition, TN , dened from the divergen e of the heat apa ity ompatible with
a mu h larger sublatti e polarisation ( B ). A prime example is the
antiferromagneti heavy fermion super ondu tor URu2 Si2 where the saturated magneti moment determined by neutron dira tion is  : B and
the entropy hange at TN is  % of kB
. In this material displa ements, Dq , in dira tion peaks of nite width are observed at all measured
temperatures below TN . These observations lead us to a novel physi al interpretation of the unusual low moment in URu2 Si2 and a resolution of the
low temperature entropy balan e in terms of a dynami ally phased OP.
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2. The dynami al phase

To gain insight into the formation of antiferromagneti ma rostates RXS
has been used to measure the thermal evolution of positions and widths
of magneti ree tions in the following materials: (i) UO2 an ar hetypal
antiferromagneti ioni ompound [5,6℄, (ii) UPd2 Al3 a large moment heavy
fermion super ondu tor [7℄ and (iii) URu2 Si2 a small moment heavy fermion
super ondu tor [8℄. The key observations are shown in Fig. 1 where the
anomalous displa ement, the heat apa ity and the sublatti e moment for
ea h material are displayed as a fun tion of temperature. The ee ts in
Dq are small; the displa ements from the nominal Bragg positions are at
most a few parts per thousand and the observations exploit the high q -spa e
resolution available at modern syn hrotrons. The feasibility to extend these
studies into a signi ant region above TN depends on the high intensity
sour e together with the enhan ed resonant ross se tion [9℄; presented data
were taken at the uranium M4 absorption edge sampling spatial orrelations
asso iated with the 5f shell polarisation. In Fig. 1 Dq is seen to be an order
of magnitude greater, and in the opposite sense to, the thermal dilation
of the latti e. Parity eliminates both a developing in ommensurate order
at afm  qi between the magneti and hemi al latti e sin e there is no
appearan e of the mandatory, se ond, symmetry related peak and inelasti
or diuse s attering. The anomalous displa ements appear irrespe tive of
the size of the low temperature thermodynami moment; for example, in
UPd2 Al3 , where   B , the shifts are similar in sign and magnitude
to URu2 Si2 ,   : B . Moreover, the o urren e depends neither on
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the material being metalli nor on the degree of the transition as shown by
the o urren e in the ioni ompound UO2 , whi h exhibits a dis ontinuous,
rst order transition. Finally, the report [4℄ of a similar ee t in HoB2 Ni2 C
suggests that the phenomenon is not a pe uliarity of a tinide ompounds
or the experimental method; an important issue on a ount of the limited
X-ray sample penetration at the a tinide M4 resonan e.

Fig. 1. Left hand side: Shift, Dq , in the re ipro al latti e position of the magneti
Bragg ree tion as a fun tion of temperature re orded in UO2 [3℄, UPd2 Al3 (taken
at X22C, NSLS, BNL), and URu2 Si2 (taken at ID20, ESRF), by RXS at the uranium M4 edge at 3.728 keV. The hange in the latti e parameter, as measured in
the same experiment at the harge Bragg ree tion, is indi ated by the broken
line. In URu2 Si2 the presen e of a shift below TN signals the dynami nature of
the fragile thermodynami state. Note that the assignment of Dq = 0 at the base
temperature of 10 K is arbitrary. A measurement of the absolute value of Dq is
di ult; all measurements are relative to the base temperature. Right hand side:
Spe i heat apa ity (open squares) and normalised temperature dependen e of
the OP as measured by neutron dira tion ( losed squares) [58,12℄.
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A degree of reality may be given to a hosen OP in instan es where an
available probe ouples to the dominant symmetry breaking variable of the
ma rostate [10℄. In general this requires a measurement time ompatible
with the thermodynami nature of the OP. For example, the alternative
use of neutron or X-ray Bragg s attering to assess the expe tation of ( )
is limited by the probe spa e-time oheren e volume, a onstraint to be
respe ted when rening su h an inferential probability density fun tional by
omparison with experimental data [10,11℄. The Bragg dira tion ondition
is itself limited by the a umulated phase lag between 2 points of separation
. The dynami ontribution to whi h, written in terms of its average value
hd =ri Dq, leads to loss of oheren e beyond the spatial de orrelation
length, rmax , where Dq  rmax  . This implies a wave ve tor displa ement
in proportion to the width of the dira tion peak, Dq  rmax  q , a linear
relationship substantiated in Fig. 2. Moreover, sin e antiferromagneti order
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Fig. 2. The anomalous displa ement, Dq , of the antiferromagneti wave ve tor
as a fun tion of fwhm in URu2 Si2 , UPd2 Al3 , and UO2 , with temperature as an
impli it parameter. As explained in the text both the negative shift and monotoni
dependen e may be rationalised with the on ept of a dynami al phase.
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orresponds with maximal intersite phase dieren e, all departures lead to
a redu tion of phase and hen e a systemati fall in the value of the resonant
-ve tor.

Q

3. Fragile ma rostates revealed through

Dq

We now turn to the se ond key problem raised by the observations in
Fig. 1 and with it open the dis ussion to the use of the anomalous displa ement as a probe of the intrinsi properties in strongly orrelated ele tron
systems. Corresponding with the anomalous displa ements, Fig. 1 also gives
the temperature dependen ies of the spe i heat and OP as determined by
neutron dira tion [5-8,12℄. As with Dq the heat apa ity anomalies are
strikingly similar. Conventional OP mean eld theory then fa es the paradoxi al situation of URu2 Si2 and UPd2 Al3 , with a moment ratio 50, having
omparable,  kB
dis ontinuities in C=T at TN .
The fo us of the dis ussion is then URu2 Si2 where the mi ros opi nature
of the low moment antiferromagneti state has been surrounded by interest
and ontroversy sin e its dis overy. The transition to an antiferromagneti
ground state below TN 17.5 K was anti ipated in the wake of thermodynami and transport measurements, whi h indi ated large jumps in the heat
apa ity, bulk sus eptibility and resistivity. However, despite the signi ant
hange in entropy re orded at TN , no signature of a (quasi-)stati moment
was dete ted by NMR te hniques [13℄ whilst neutron dira tion yielded only
a very weak moment estimated to be in the region of 0.020.03 B per U ion
[12℄, a value apparently in ompatible with existing thermodynami data [8℄.
There is an extreme sensitivity of physi al properties in URu2 Si2 to sample quality [12-14℄, even in the most meti ulously prepared samples at least
two marked anomalies remain. First, the estimated maximum range of magneti orrelations, parallel to and perpendi ular to the ferromagneti ab
basal plane sheets, is in the region of 200600Å [12,14℄. Se ond, the transition temperature of antiferromagneti order re orded by neutron s attering
is some  K below and smeared when ompared with the sharp jump
re orded in the heat apa ity, typi al data being reprodu ed in Fig. 1. Interpretation of physi al properties based on mean eld models have been motivated by the sharp  transition in the heat apa ity, su h approximations are
however enigmati in view of the relatively short orrelation lengths, whi h
persist to the lowest temperature. The dis ord between dira tion and thermodynami observations noted in URu2 Si2 stands in ontrast to the stable
moment system UPd2 Al3 where the ollapse of long range magneti order
is signalled by the on omitant rapid hange of neutron dira ted intensity
and the rise in the spe i heat on approa hing TN as shown in Fig. 1.
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In view of the ontroversial eviden e on the range and stability of magneti order in URu2 Si2 , the dis ussion of whi h has in luded amongst others
various suggestions of a `hidden' primary OP [15℄, we undertook to examine the RXS response in some detail. Building on the pioneering work of
Isaa s et al. [14℄ we have measured the position, line width and intensity
of RXS in pure, annealed samples of URu2 Si2 as a fun tion of temperature.
The data are shown in Fig. 3. The longitudinal shift of the peak to smaller

Fig. 3. Longitudinal s ans through the (005) magneti spe ular ree tion in
URu2 Si2 showing the shift and broadening of the peak as the temperature inreases. Insert: In ident photon energy dependen e of the (005) peak. This wide
Lorentzian prole is independent of temperature and signies a substantial intermediate state matrix element asso iated with a strong 5f polarisation [11℄ whilst the
broad q -ve tor peak (main frame) gives a measure of the short range (dynami al)
magneti order.

wave ve tor and the broadening are learly observable, there is no (symmetry pre luded) measurable hange in the transverse o-ordinate. Mössbauer
data taken on dilute (10 and 50%) Np doped URu2 Si2 [16℄ using the 237 Np
nu lear re oil have shown that above 10% Np on entrations the hyperne
8 s) Np
eld orresponds to a stati (within the Mössbauer window of 
magneti moment of 1.5(1) B . Re ent Mössbauer experiments onrmed
this order of magnitude of the Np moment in the 5% Np sample where RXS
measurements were used to determine the ratio of the uranium and neptunium signals [17℄. A ross the U-Np substitution series the uranium signal
amplitude is remarkably stable (after normalization for the on entration)
and orresponds to  % of that from the neptunium. Changing (under the
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same experimental onditions) from the Np sample of lowest dopage to pure
URu2 Si2 gave a similar signal at the U M4 resonan e, pointing to a stable
dipole-like 5f shell polarisation both in URu2 Si2 and its Np substitutional
alloys of  : B as measured on the time s ale of the RXS probe. A detailed study of the azimuthal dependen e of the (005) magneti ree tion in
URu2 Si2 gave an angular dependen e onsistent with the dipole (E1) nature
of the magneti s attering and dis riminating against primary OP models
involving a large quadrupole moment in the ab basal plane, as suggested
re ently [18℄.
In striking ontrast with the other ompounds, where the wave ve tor shifts take pla e only in the dynami , paramagneti state above TN , in
URu2 Si2 they o ur below the thermodynami ally determined TN (Fig. 1).
This suggests that the OP remains in a dynami state even in the nominal antiferromagneti phase. A plausible origin to the small moment in
URu2 Si2 as dedu ed from neutron dira tion experiments is then available sin e the lo al OP an appear in one of the two time reversed Néel
states. Temporal averaging over these states (lifetime  ) on the neutron
11 
10 s) yields a redu ed norm as orrelated
oheren e time (n 
volumes spontaneously form and dissolve in the (weak) time-average mean
eld. From the ratio of moments estimated by RXS (0.3B ) and neutron
15 
14 s)
dira tion ( : B ), probing on the ele troni hopping (
and slow quasi-thermodynami time s ales respe tively, one extra ts the ratio mn /m0  : where m0 is the moment on time s ale   sensed, for
example, by RXS.
The dynami OP also enables the a umulated entropy hange at TN to
be re on iled with the magneti moment estimated by neutron dira tion.
The entropy, i.e. our la k of knowledge, of the paramagneti state is redu ed
at low temperature with in reasing magneti order. The fra tional de rease
in number of states, g , a essed over n is estimated for a weak polarisation, p, as glow =ghigh 
p2 = 2 [19℄ produ ing the entropy de rement,
2
S=kB
n / p = . Equating this with the measured hange yields
1=2 and hen e m  :
p   =n :
B .
n
A fragile or pseudo-thermodynami state, identied by an anomalous
displa ement, Dq , in the OP Bragg wave ve tor, thus provides a framework
within whi h the dierent, slow and fast time s ale, response in URu2 Si2 may
be rationalised. It enables an interpretation of the thermodynami entropy
balan e and low temperature sublatti e moment as estimated by neutron
dira tion. In a similar manner, SR results whi h have been variously
interpreted as implying a weak homogeneous moment [20℄ or antiferromagneti order in 10% of a paramagneti host [21℄ may also be understood. On
longer time s ales, as explored, for example, by NMR, an even weaker ee tive moment is anti ipated. In this light, the inferen e from NMR studies [13℄
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that URu2 Si2 omprises of only 1% inhomogeneously distributed volumes
of moment 0.3B in a paramagneti host, may rather be seen in the light of
extended time averaging; an alternative that simultaneously resolves the order of magnitude dis repan y in volume (10% to 1%) of distributed moment
with that previously attributed by SR and neutron s attering te hniques.
4. Con lusions

Motivated by the dis overy of super ondu ting-magneti phases, high T
and CMR amongst others, major eorts are being made in the sear h for
un onventional ma rostates. Fundamental to our understanding will be a
omprehensive des ription of the weakly intera ting quasiparti le (pseudoeigenstates) out of whi h they evolve [10℄. The anomalous displa ement, Dq ,
initially appearing as an apparent violation of Bragg's law, may turn into a
novel tool providing a rst aliper on dynami ally stabilised ma rostates. In
addition to the ase of antiferromagnetism treated here, where introdu tion
of a dynami al phase, d , permits one to (re-)insert the fundamental Néel
state temporal degenera y, the on ept of temporal (as opposed to, or indeed
as a resolution of, geometri ) frustration broadens our perspe tive on other
exoti , e.g. non-Fermi liquid, and quantum riti al states [22℄. In su h ases
the quasi-instantaneous nature of the resonant X-ray pro ess may enable
unique information, whi h is otherwise lost in the intrinsi temporal averaging of the measurement, to be a essed. Following this line of atta k, and
given the availability of suitable X-ray resonan e edges, further exploratory
experiments would appear eminently worthwhile.
The support of the ESRF magneti s attering beamline group over a
number of years is olle tively a knowledged as are pertinent onversations
with R. Chamberlin, P. Holdsworth and G.G. Lonzari h.
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